Cleaning and
Maintenance
The natural efficiency
taking care of your floors

TOVER... why?

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS
FOR ANY SURFACE
Thanks to our knowledge of the various
floor features and their finishes, we
have been formulating specific and
efficient products for any flooring.

SECURE FOR PEOPLE
The right way to clean a floor permits
to protect both environment and the
people living there.
The products marked with the “Safe
for kids” symbol were designed for
that reason: formulated by natural
compounds, they take care of your
surfaces and transform them in perfect
playgrounds for your kids.

ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
Our detergents are secure for the
environment being manufactured with
very low impact production process.
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HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT PRODUCT

Deteroil

-

Deteroil Bianco

-

Saniparquet

-

Lux

-

Lux Matt

-

Resinal Wax

-

Riflex B12

-

Universal Wax

-

I.R.O.

-

Rinovoil

-

Ready-Pro

-

Myfloor Cleaner

-

Nettardue

-

Make-Up Matt

-

Make-Up Glossy

-

Deck-Soap

-

WPC Cleaner

-

Nettardue

-

Grey Free

-

Pro-Deck

-

Oil4Sun

-

WPC Cover

-

WOOD
FLOORS

-

LAMINATE
& LVT

Pulito Parquet

MAINTENANCE

DECKING
& WPC

CLEANING
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WOOD FLOOR
CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE
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Cleaning / WOOD FLOORS
PULITO PARQUET
Wax enriched natural cleaner for wood floors
Your cleaning solution for every finish.
Perfect both on lacquered and oiled floors.

At each cleaning it restores the beauty
of your wood floor.
Thanks to its wax contents, Pulito Parquet revives the surface.

Secure product both for people and environment.
Formulated with natural compounds, it cleans the floor deeply.

DETEROIL
Natural soap with coconut oil for wood floors
The most natural choice to clean your wood floors.
Formulated with coconut oil, Deteroil deeply cleans both
lacquered and oiled wood floors.

Secure product both for people and environment,
without allergens and colouring agents.
Formulated with secure compounds.

DETEROIL BIANCO
Natural soap with coconut oil for bleached
and whitened wood floors
The most natural choice to clean your bleached and
whitened wood floors.
Formulated with coconut oil, Deteroil Bianco deeply cleans
renewing the finishing colour.

Secure product both for people and environment,
without allergens and colouring agents.
Formulated with secure compounds.
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Cleaning / WOOD FLOORS
SANIPARQUET
Detergent for wood floors with sanitizing action
Particularly suitable for places frequented by pets.
It can sanitize respecting the surface.

Low environmental impact.
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Maintenance / WOOD FLOORS
LUX
Renewing nourishing wax for wood floors.
It enhances the beauty of your wood floors.
It refreshes and protects lacquered and oiled wood floors, both
natural and coloured.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.

LUX MATT
Nourishing refreshing wax for matt finished wood floors
It enhances the beauty of your wood floors keeping
the original look.
It renovates and protects matt lacquered or oiled finishes.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.

RESINAL WAX
High-resistance self-polishing wax for wood floors
It restores the original beauty of scratched or worn
wood floors.
It protects the surface with a waterproof film, resistant to alcohol
and wear.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.
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Maintenance / WOOD FLOORS
I.R.O.
Water-proofing protective agent for oiled floors
It preserves the original beauty of wood flooring.
It revives the surface and enhances its water-proofing properties
and its resistance to stains and abrasion.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.

RINOVOIL
Regenerating natural maintenance
oil for wood floors
Regular maintenance product enhancing the
beauty of wooden floors.
It restores and protects any surface.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with oil of plant origin.

RIFLEX B12
Regenerating liquid wax for wood floors
It nourishes, restores and protects the surfaces.
It protects raw, lacquered, waxed and oiled wood,
promoting its resistance to stains and traffic.

Formulated with bee and carnauba wax.
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Maintenance / WOOD FLOORS
UNIVERSAL WAX
Reviving solid wax for wood floors
It enhances water-proofing properties and
resistance to traffic.
Product with very high contents of bee and
carnauba waxes.
It reaches a rich and smooth effect.

It is available in many coloured versions.
Low environmental impact.
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CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE OF
LAMINATE, LVT, VINYL
AND RESIN FLOORS
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Cleaning / LAMINATE, LVT, VINYL AND RESIN
READY-PRO
Natural antistatic detergent for laminates
Easily cleaned floors.
It removes dirt and dust and prevents its settling.

Secure product both for people and environment.
Formulated with secure compounds, it cleans the surface
without leaving any marks.

MYFLOOR CLEANER
Concentrated detergent for flooring
It deeply cleans and degreases any type of floor
including ceramic tiles, marble and sandstone.
Low environmental impact.

NETTARDUE
High concentration dewaxing and degreasing product
It efficiently degreases and dewaxes your floors.
It can remove easily all kind of dirt and existing coats of
metallized wax.
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Maintenance / LAMINATE, LVT, VINYL AND RESIN FLOORS
MAKE-UP MATT
Regenerating product for laminate, LVT,
vinyl and resin floors – Matt finishes
It restores the original aspect of worn floors.
It enhances the colour and design of new flooring.

It protects the floor.
It creates a protective, water-proofing film that is also resistant to
traffic. It is helpful for further washing.
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Maintenance / LAMINATE, LVT, VINYL AND RESIN FLOORS
MAKE-UP GLOSSY
Regenerating product for laminated, LVT,
vinyl and resin floors – Glossy finishes
It restores the original beauty of worn floors.
It enhances the colour and design of new floors.

It protects the floor.
It creates a protective film that is resistant to alcohol and traffic.
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DECKING AND WPC
CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE
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Cleaning / DECKING AND WPC
DECK-SOAP
Natural soap for decking and outdoor furniture
with coconut oil
The most natural choice to clean decking and
outdoor furniture.
Formulated with coconut oil, It deeply cleans the surfaces and
also removes greasy residues.

Secure for people and environment.
Without allergens and colouring agents.

WPC CLEANER
Neutral detergent for WPC
It efficiently cleans any dirt.
It gives excellent results against grease and oil stains.

Secure both for people and environment.
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Cleaning / DECKING AND WPC
NETTARDUE
Concentrated detergent to renovate
decking and outdoor wood
It removes old treatments with no need to sand.
Particularly recommended for corrugated decking, it is the
best solution also for smooth wood.

Low environmental impact.

GREY FREE
Degreying agent for outdoor wood
It renovates with no need to sand.
It restores outdoor greyish and dull wood removing the
grey patina due to ageing and UV rays.

It is efficient on any surface, it does not damage
the expansion joints.
Low environmental impact.
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Maintenance / DECKING AND WPC
PRO-DECK
Water-based protective agent for decking
and outdoor wood - Long-lasting
It protects the decking for a long time giving a
natural look.
Extremely resistant to UV-rays, large thermal differences
and water.

Easy to use and renovate.
You can apply it by a roller and it does not need any
sanding before restoring.

Neutral, Teak, Grey.

OIL4SUN
Natural oil for decking and outdoor wood
It protects decking and outdoor wood.
Extremely resistant to UV rays, large thermal differences
and water.

Anti-slip certified.
Particularly suitable for decking finishes on poolside.

Neutral, Teak, Wengè, Grey.
NO SLIP

WPC COVER
Protective agent for WPC
It preserves the surfaces efficiently.
It prevents the absorption of oils and grease,
avoiding superficial stains.

It keeps the original colour of the surfaces for
a long time.
Easy to use and renovate.
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CINDERELLA Clean Smart
Cleaning Kit for wood floors
CINDERELLA is an ecological choice!
Its spray system reduces drastically the quantity of detergent and water you have
to use.
You can wash the microfiber cloth in your machine many times.
Using this kit, you can dramatically decrease the quantity of polluting liquids into
the house sewage.
Tover cleaning products are made with natural and biodegradable compounds.
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THE KIT INCLUDES
- Cinderella spray-mop
- An anti-dust and wax spreading
white microfiber cloth
- A red microfiber cloth to wash
the floor
- 1 l of Pulito Parquet Ready

Instructions for use
Dust
with the white
antistatic cloth
Add
the TOVER detergent
into the container
Spray
on the floor
Use the red
microfiber cloth to
clean the surface
Rinsing
not necessary
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PROTECT YOUR FLOOR IN THE BEST WAY
- Dust before every washing.
- Use specific detergents only, according to the surface you have to
wash.
- On wood floors, only use well-squeezed cloths or the spray-mop not
to wet the floor excessively.
- Apply the maintenance products regularly to restore worn or dull
areas.

